This paper presents a method of improving lexicon-based review classification by merging multiple sentiment dictionaries, and selectively removing and switching the contents of merged dictionaries. First, we compare the positive/negative book review classification performance of eight individual sentiment dictionaries. Then, we select the seven dictionaries with greater than 50% accuracy and combine their results using (1) averaging, (2) weighted-averaging, and (3) majority voting. We show that the combined dictionaries perform only slightly better than the best single dictionary (65.8%) achieving (1) 67.8%, (2) 67.7%, and (3) 68.3% respectively. To improve this, we combine seven dictionaries at a deeper level by merging the dictionary entry words and averaging the sentiment scores. Moreover, we leverage the skewed distribution of positive/negative threshold setting data to update the merged dictionary by selectively removing the dictionary entries that do not contribute to classification while switching the polarity of selected sentiment scores that hurts the classification performance. We show that the revised dictionary achieves 80.9% accuracy and outperforms both the individual dictionaries and the shallow dictionary combinations in the book review classification task.
Introduction
With the increase in opinion mining and sentiment analysis-related researches, various lexical resources that define sentiment scores/categories have been constructed and made available. Examples include SentiSense (de Albornoz et al., 2012) , SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) , Micro-WNOp, and WordNet-Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) , which are based on a large English lexical database WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) , and AFINN (Nielsen, 2011) , Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004) , Subjectivity Lexicon (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003) and General Inquirer (Stone and Hunt, 1963) , which are manually or semi-automatically constructed. These resources differ in their formats and sizes, but all can be utilized in the lexicon-based opinion mining and sentiment analysis.
The increase in the number of sentiment resources naturally gives rise to two questions: (1) How are the performances of these resources different? (2) Can we construct a better sentiment resource by combining and/or revising multiple resources? We answer these questions by comparing the book review classification performance of single and combined sentiment resources, and present a simple 'merge, remove, and switch' approach that revises the entries of the sentiment resource to improve its classification performance.
In the next section, we describe the experimental setup for evaluating the classification performance of sentiment resources. We then compare the positive/negative classification performance of eight widely known individual sentiment resources in Section 3. Since individual sentiment resources are originally constructed in different formats, we standardize their formats. These standardized resources will be called sentiment dictionaries or simply dictionaries throughout this paper. In Section 4 we compare the classification performances of combined dictionaries which integrate multiple individual dictionaries' results using averaging, weightedaveraging, and majority voting. Then, we introduce a method of revising sentiment dictionaries at a deeper level by merging, removing, and switching the dictionary contents. Implications for utilizing multiple dictionaries are discussed. Related works are introduced in Section 5, and conclusion is given in Section 6.
Experimental Setup
90,000 Amazon book reviews were collected to construct a positive/negative review dataset for sentiment dictionary evaluation.
Dataset
5-star and 4-star book reviews were merged and labeled as positive reviews, and 1-star and 2-star reviews were merged and labeled as negative reviews. 3-star reviews were excluded. 10,000 reviews (positive reviews: 9,007 / negative reviews: 993) were randomly selected as positive/negative threshold setting data (see 2.3). The remaining 80,000 reviews (positive reviews: 71,993 / negative reviews: 8,007) were set aside as test data.
Review Sentiment Score Calculation
Eight sentiment resources (see Table 1 ) were standardized to generate eight sentiment dictionaries (D j , j=1,…,d) . (The standardization of sentiment resources is discussed in Section 3.1.)
Each book review was tokenized, lemmatized, and part-of-speech tagged using the Stanford CoreNLP suite (Toutanova et al., 2003) . Once the list of words in the review was obtained, the sentiment score (D j (w i )) of each word was looked up in the sentiment dictionary (D j ). The scores of all the review words listed in the dictionary (w i , i=1,…,n) were averaged to yield the Review Sentiment Score (RSS).
Because the Stanford Part-of-Speech Tagger outputs detailed parts of speech whereas the standardized sentiment dictionaries either do not define or define only four parts of speech (e.g., noun, adjective, verb, and adverb), the Tagger's parts of speech were mapped to four parts of speech as shown in Table 3 . 
Resource
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Threshold Setting & Judgment
Each dictionary's threshold for judging the positivity and negativity (i.e., the review label) of the book reviews was set using the threshold setting data; the threshold with the greatest accuracy was selected. A review was judged as positive if the RSS was greater than or equal to the threshold, and as negative, otherwise.
Performance Measure
Since the book review dataset was an imbalanced dataset containing more positive reviews than negative reviews (i.e., 9:1 ratio), balanced accuracy (Acc BAL ) was used to measure the overall performance. Table 3 . Part-of-speech mapping from Stanford POS Tagger to the sentiment dictionary.
Individual Dictionary Comparison
The bold numbers in Table 2 indicate the number of shared single words between two sentiment dictionaries; note that the part-of-speech was disregarded when extracting the shared words. The underlined numbers in the diagonal cells are the actual dictionary entry word sizes. The italicized numbers are the dictionary entry words that actually match the book review words. The eight sentiment dictionaries in Table 2 all include the following thirty-one words: "approval", "cheer", "cheerful", "contempt", "cynical", "disdain", "earnest", "excitement", "fantastic", "glee", "gloomy", "good", "guilt", "horrible", "marvel", "offend", "proud", "reject", "scorn", "sick", "sincerity", "sore", "sorrow", "sorry", "triumph", "trouble", "ugly", "upset", "vile", "warm", and "worry". 
Standardization
Because some sentiment resources define sentiment categories instead of sentiment scores, they were converted to sentiment scores: For example, positive, negative, and neutral/ambiguous categories were each converted to 1.0, -1.0, and 0.0.
In some cases, emotion categories such as joy, sadness, love, etc. were first mapped to positive, negative, or ambiguous categories and then converted to sentiment scores. The standardization process for each dictionary is explained below.
AFINN: AFINN contains sentiment scores ranging between -5≤ score AFINN ≤5. These scores were normalized from [-5..5 
The below equation was used for AFINN: X X 2 . 0 ' = General Inquirer (GI): Each entry word in the GI contains one or more GI categories, and we selected the following sentiment-related categories and calculated the sentiment scores by averaging the assigned category values: Positiv, Pstv, PosAff, Pleasur, Virtue, Complet, and Yes categories were each assigned a 1.0 score while Negativ, Ngtv, NegAff, Pain, Vice, Fail, No, and Negate categories were assigned a -1.0 score.
Micro-WNOp: For each entry word, the positive/negative paired sentiment scores were given by multiple human judges. These paired scores were added and averaged to obtain a single sentiment score. Note that for all WordNet-based sentiment resources, the different senses of a word (e.g., happy#1, happy#2, etc.) were aggregated and their sentiment scores were averaged.
Opinion Lexicon: Words in the positive word list were given a 1.0 score while words in the negative word list were given a -1.0 score. Three ambiguous words that were included in both the positive and negative lists were given a 0.0 score.
SentiSense:
Emotional categories assigned to the synsets were converted to sentiment scores: Joy, love, hope, calmness, and like categories were given a 1.0 score; fear, anger, disgust, surprise, and anticipation categories were given a -1.0 score; and ambiguous, surprise, and anticipation categories were given a 0.0 score.
Subjectivity Lexicon: Positive, negative and neutral categories were converted to 1.0, -1.0, and 0.0 sentiment scores respectively. Entry words with 'anypos' (i.e., any parts-of-speech) were unfolded to have four parts-of-speech.
WordNet-Affect: Synsets having affective hierarchical categories such as positive-emotion, negative-emotion, ambiguous-emotion, and neutral-emotion were converted to 1.0, -1.0, 0.0, and 0.0 sentiment scores respectively.
Note that only the single word dictionary entries were actually looked up in the book review classification experiments; phrases or compound words (e.g., those including blank spaces, hyphens or underscores) were not matched.
Evaluation
The RSSs were calculated using the eight standardized sentiment dictionaries for each review, and the threshold for judging the review label was set differently for each dictionary using the 10,000 book review threshold setting data. Table 4 compares the classification performance of the eight sentiment dictionaries on test data (80,000 book reviews). Recall POS , Recall NEG , and Acc BAL each indicate the classification accuracy of positive, negative, and overall reviews. Here, General Inquirer showed the best overall performance (Acc BAL =65.8%); Opinion Lexicon and SentiWordNet performed well on positive reviews (Recall POS =67.0%) whereas Subjectivity Lexicon performed well on negative reviews (Recall NEG =70.6%).
Despite the significant difference between the General Inquirer and SentiWordNet's book review-related dictionary entry word sizes ( Table 4 . Positive (Recall POS ), negative (Recall NEG ), and balanced accuracy (Acc BAL ) of eight sentiment dictionaries on 80,000 book reviews.
2: 3,853 vs. 33,923), the two exhibited comparable classification accuracies. The same can be said for the rest of the dictionaries excluding the lowest performing two dictionaries, MicroWNOp and WordNet-Affect.
Combining Multiple Dictionaries
We now investigate the performance of combining multiple dictionaries through averaging, weighted-averaging, and majority voting.
McNemar's Test
We applied McNemar's test (McNemar, 1947) on the classification results of the individual sentiment dictionaries to investigate whether any two dictionaries' hits and misses were significantly different. The worst performing WordNetAffect was excluded from the test.
Twenty-one dictionary pairs were generated from seven sentiment dictionaries. All dictionary pairs except the Opinion Lexicon vs. SentiWordNet (p=0.5552) exhibited significant differences in the proportion of hits and misses at 5% significance level 
Averaging, Weighted-Averaging, & Majority Voting
.
Averaging:
The seven dictionaries' RSSs were averaged for each book review to calculate the combined Averaged Review Sentiment Score (RSS AVG ). We excluded the worst performing WordNet-Affect with lower than 50% accuracy since classifiers involved should provide a lower error rate than a random classifier (Enríquez et al., 2013) . D j indicates the individual dictionary, j denotes the index of the sentiment dictionary, and m indicates the number of sentiment dictionaries to be combined; in our case m equals seven. Table 5 . Classification accuracy of the combined dictionaries using averaging (AVG), weightedaveraging (w-AVG), and majority voting (Vote).
Weighted-Averaging:
The seven dictionaries' RSSs were weighted and averaged to yield a combined Weighted-Averaged Review Sentiment Score (RSS w-AVG ). Grid search was performed to set the weights of the seven dictionaries during the threshold setting stage. In the experiment, AFINN was given the greatest weight of 0.4, while the remaining six dictionaries were each given 0.1 weights.
Majority Voting: The classification result (label) of each sentiment dictionary was used as votes in the majority voting. In the case of voting, the threshold was not set. Table 5 compares the classification accuracy of the three combined dictionaries on test data. AVG, w-AVG, and Vote each indicate averaging, weighted-averaging, and majority voting. The majority voting showed the best performance on the negative (72.5%) and overall (68.3%) review classification while the weighted-averaging showed the best performance on the positive (67.3%) review classification. However, the performance increase of the combined method was marginal compared to the best performing single dictionary (General Inquirer's 65.8% vs. majority voting's 68.3%).
Merging, Removing, & Switching
Combining multiple dictionaries at the surface level did not bring much improvement. We decided to merge the dictionaries at a deeper level and revise the dictionary entry's sentiment scores to improve the classification performance.
We could have merged all eight dictionaries, but instead merged the seven dictionaries excluding the SentiWordNet; we guessed that adding the largest SentiWordNet would simply result in an expanded version of the SentiWordNet and similar performance to the SentiWordNet. When merging the dictionary entries, the sentiment scores of the overlapping entry words, disregarding the parts-of-speech, were averaged. As a result, a merged sentiment dictionary containing 12,114 word entries was created. Threshold was also set for the merged dictionary, and the 80,000 book reviews were classified. Table 6 compares the classification performance of the individual (AFN~WNA) and merged dictionaries (MRG). The first column lists the dictionaries (see Table 2 bottom for the full names of the dictionaries.), the second column displays the performance of the original dictionaries, and the third column shows the performance of the revised dictionaries. We confirmed that the merged dictionary (MRG) showed better performance (69.5%) than both the individual dictionaries and the best performing combined dictionary using majority voting (68.3%). Figure 1 (a) compares the performance of the nine dictionaries across different thresholds. We see that the merged dictionary (pink curve) outperforms the rest between the 0.05~0.10 threshold ranges.
Still, the performance of the merged dictionary did not improve dramatically. Therefore, we contrived a way to update the merged dictionary's entries to enhance performance. To do this, we leveraged the skewed distribution of positive/negative reviews. The general idea is to selectively (1) remove dictionary entries and (2) switch the polarity of sentiment scores. Table 6 . Classification performance of original and revised dictionaries and their thresholds.
Senti
To implement the first idea, we removed those dictionary entry words with positive/negative book review word occurrence ratios that are similar to that of positive/negative book review ratio itself. The selection of the word was determined using the threshold setting data. For example, if the word "interested" appeared in the positive and negative reviews 900 and 100 times respectively, and the positive/negative review ratio of the threshold setting data is 9:1, we removed the "interested" entry from the dictionary. Such entry words were considered as not contributing to the actual classification.
To implement the second idea, we switched the sign of the selected dictionary entry words' sentiment scores whose positive/negative word occurrence ratio and the positive/negative review ratio's difference yielded a value with the sign opposite of its sentiment scores. For example, if the word "horror" appeared 900 and 300 times in the positive/negative book reviews resulting in 9:3 word occurrence ratios and the review ratio itself is 9:1, we calculated the difference between the word and review ratio as 9/3 -9/1, which resulted in 9/2, a positive number. However, the sentiment dictionary originally lists the sentiment score of "horror" as negative, e.g., -0.858; hence the sign (polarity) of the entry word "horror" was switched to positive, e.g., 0.858. Table 6 shows the classification performance of the revised dictionaries. We see that the performance increased for all original dictionaries after they were revised using the 'remove & switch' procedure. The merged and revised dictionary showed the best performance (80.9%). Figure 1 (b) shows the performance of the revised dictionaries across different thresholds. We see that our method works better with larger dictionaries than smaller dictionaries such as MWO and WNA. This may be natural since our method includes the 'remove' procedure.
How much dictionary contents to 'remove & switch' were determined using the threshold setting data by experimenting with different proportion values. Figure 1 (c) compares the merged dictionary in its original version (MRG) and the revised versions using different values for revising (MRG_0.0~MRG_0.5). In our experiment, the best performing merged and revised dictionary's 'remove & switch' value was determined as 0.3 (MRG_0.3).
Our approach employs the most basic sentiment score aggregation to perform classification; no negation handling or structural analysis of the sentences is conducted. Our focus is on revising the sentiment dictionary by utilizing multiple dictionaries. At the outset, we surmised that combining and revising multiple dictionaries will have the following effects: (1) the word coverage will broaden and different dictionaries will complement each other. (2) The sentiment scores will be updated to incorporate diverse measurements leading to less odd scores.
However, broader coverage did not necessarily guarantee better performance since irrelevant words often matched to generate noise. By incorporating the 'remove' procedure, we aimed to remove noise. Examples of removed words in the book reviews dataset included "book", "interested", and "mystery". With regard to the assumption (2) above, we found that contextual adjustment of sentiment scores was necessary for the given domain. Consequently we proposed the 'switch' procedure which switched the polarity of selected dictionary entries. Examples of the switched words included "conspiracy", "horror", and "tragic" which were changed to have positive polarity.
Related Work
We were motivated by Taboada et al.'s (2011) work on lexicon-based sentiment analysis which couples hand-crafted sentiment dictionary with detailed sentence analysis. Although their sentiment calculation (SO-CAL) is more advanced than ours (it incorporates, for example, negation and intensification), we were able to confirm through the 'remove' procedure that "less is more", i.e., less confounding dictionary entries will lead to more (greater) performance, with regard to the treatment of dictionary (Taboada et al., 2011; p.297) . Our contribution is that we provided a simple data-based method to achieve "less is more" by leveraging the skewed distribution of the threshold setting positive/negative review data. This will be useful when ample threshold setting data is available, but dictionary expert is absent or costly. Fahrni and Klenner (2008) proposed domainspecific adaptation of sentiment-bearing adjectives. Adjectives (e.g., good, bad, etc.) possess prior polarity, but depending on the context this polarity may change; for instance, warm mittens may be desirable, but warm beer may not be. To tackle the problem of contextual polarity, Fahrni and Klenner implemented a two-stage process that first identifies domain-specific targets using Wikipedia, and then determines the targetspecific polarity of adjectives using a corpus. We performed a crude polarity adaptation by selectively switching the polarity of the dictionary entry's sentiment score based on the positive/negative distribution of the threshold setting data. Our approach, albeit crude, takes into account all dictionary entries, not restricted to adjectives, as candidates for polarity adaptation. Neviarouskaya et al. (2011) described methods for automatically building and scoring new words based on sentiment-scored lemmas and types of affixes to create a sophisticated sentiment dictionary. Although we did not build sentiment dictionary from scratch, we experimented with shallow combinations and entry word merging of multiple dictionaries to show that shallow combination is insufficient, and that deeper-level merging and revising could be used as a viable method for enhancing the dictionary; in the process we generated revised dictionaries.
Various sentiment resources are built to perform different sentiment analysis tasks, so uniformly standardizing each resource may be unjust for some resources; moreover, we restrict our method's effectives within the sentiment analysis of product reviews which is considered to be an easier problem compared to shorter texts such as microblogs (Cambria et al., 2013) ; we acknowledge these as our limitations.
Conclusion
We presented a method of merging multiple dictionaries, and removing and switching the merged dictionary's contents to achieve greater accuracy in the lexicon-based book review classification. In the future, we plan to investigate whether our approach is robust across different domains, how much threshold setting data is needed to achieve improvement in the revised dictionary, and what effects different positive/negative data distribution has on our method. We also plan to cover other sentiment resources such as SenticNet (Cambria et al., 2010) in the future.
